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Eats, shoots and leaves
 A panda walks into a café. He orders a sandwich, eats 

it, then draws a gun and fires two shots in the air. 
 "Why?" asks the confused waiter, as the panda makes 

towards the exit. The panda produces a badly 
punctuated wildlife manual and tosses it over his 
shoulder. 

 "I'm a panda," he says at the door. "Look it up." 
 The waiter turns to the relevant entry and, sure 

enough, finds an explanation. 
 "Panda. Large black-and-white bear-like mammal, 

native to China. Eats, shoots and leaves.” 

!
✦ So punctuation really does matter, even if it is only occasionally a matter 

of life and death. 



Six uses of the apostrophe

1. Indicates a possessive in a singular noun. 
The cat’s whiskers; the Queen’s English 

2. Indicates quantity or period of time 
Two weeks’ time; four yards’ worth of linen 

3. Omission of leading digits in dates 
Summer of ‘68 

4. Omission of letters (informal usage) 
We can’t go to Jo’burg [we cannot go to Johannesburg] 

5. Transcription of nonstandard English 
Regional dialects, underworld slang,… 

6. Irish last names like O’Kelly, O’Hearn, O’Neal,…



The English possessive
ª Singular: apostrophe precedes the “s” 

ªThe boy’s hat; the cat’s whiskers; the Queen’s English; 
all the King’s horses and all the King’s men 

ªPlural but not ending in “s”: ditto 
ªThe children’s playground; the women’s movement 

ªRegular plural (ending in “s”): apostrophe follows 
the “s” 
ªThe boys’ hats (more than one boy) 

ª Fine points: 
ªAncient names ending in “s”: apostrophe follows 

ªAchilles’ Last Stand (any Led Zeppelin fans out there?) 
ªModern names ending in “s”: “’s” follows 

ªKeats’s poems; Bridget Jones’s Diary 
ªDouble possessive: 

ªElton John, a friend of the footballer’s, said last night …



Possessive determiners (“my land”) and 
possessive pronouns (“this land of mine”)

Possessive determiner 
(cf. smikhut in 
Hebrew)

Possessive pronoun 
(cf. sheli/shelkha/…)

my       our mine     ours

your    your yours    yours

his      their his      theirs

her      their hers     theirs

its [not “it’s”]      their its       theirs

[Obsolete] thy thine
Native Hebrew-speakers, be careful with this one!



Q: What’s wrong with these 
signs/announcements/phrases?
ªPupil’s Entrance 
ªGiant Kid’s Playground 
ªGroup head’s meeting 
ª Fan’s fury caused by Rolling Stone’s concert 

cancellation 
!

ªBUT: “The chemist’s English” is correct 
ª“the chemist” here does not indicate one specific 

chemist, but rather refers to “anyone trained as 
a chemist and/or practicing chemistry”



Omission of letters in 
informal speech and writing

ªWe’re home (we are) 
ª It’s five o’clock (it is five on the clock) 
ªThat drummer, he’s got rhythm (he has got) 
ªThank G-d it’s Friday (TGIF) 
ªNo need for apostrophe in contractions that 

have become part of common English: pram 
(perambulator), fridge (refrigerator), photo 
(photograph), cello (violoncello)



Its ≠ it’s [!!!]

ªProbably the single most irritating 
grammatical error to anybody who loves the 
English language for its own sake. Examples: 
ª“Good food at it’s best” [I have enough already.] 
ª“Judge a tree from it’s fruit.” [Indeed.] 

ªVery simple rule that works 100% of the 
time: 
ª If “it*s” can be replaced by “it is” or “it has” 

without altering the meaning of the sentence, 
write “it’s” 

ª In all other cases, write “its”



Related

ª If you can replace “who*s” with “who is” or 
“who has”, then it’s “who’s” 
ªWho’s that knocking on my door? 

ª In all other cases, write “whose” 
ªWhose line is this anyway? 

ª “Ones” [plural of “one”] ≠“One’s”  
ªThe young ones 
ªA room of one’s own 

ª “their”≠“They’re” [short for “they are”] 
ª “your” ≠“You’re” [short for “you are”]



Punctuation and references 
(not in Lynne Truss’s book)

ª Superscript reference style: punctuation 
before. 
ª… exemplamine has previously been isolated.12 It 

was first synthesized by Nebbich,13,14
 following an 

abortive attempt at making quelconquic acid.15  
ª “Square brackets” reference style: 

punctuation after. 
ª… exemplamine has previously been isolated [12]. 

It was first synthesized by Nebbich [13,14], 
following an abortive attempt at making 
quelconquic acid [15].



Brackets, brackets, brackets

ªRound brackets (US: parentheses) 
ªSquare brackets [US: brackets] 
ªBrace brackets {US: braces} 
ªAngle brackets <used in linguistics and 

some other specialties>



Parentheses: add information, 
clarify, explain, illustrate.  
Also used for authorial asides 

ªTom Jones (1749) was considered such a 
lewd book that, when two earthquakes 
occurred in London in 1750, Fielding’s book 
was blamed for them. 

ª Starburst (formerly known as Opal Fruits) are 
available in all corner shops. 

ªRobert Maxwell [born Jan Ludvik Hoch, ed.] 
wasn’t dead yet (he was still suing people.)



Square brackets: editorial 

ªAdding omitted words without actually 
changing quoted text 

ªAdding explanations essential to make 
quotation intelligible 

ªSurrounding paraphrases or 
condensations of the original wording 

ªSurrounding ellipses […] and “sic”



Uses of “[sic]” (Latin: “thus”)  

ª In quotations, next to obvious spelling or 
grammatical mistakes, to make it clear these 
were in the original and are not typos 
ªShe wrote, asking for “a packet of Starbust [sic]” 

ªThe “I’m not making this up” sic 
ª“Serial killer Nick Slaughter [sic], having been 

sentenced to death by Judge Noose [sic], was 
hanged at dawn by prison warden Ami Talian [sic].”  

ªThe “this is not a typo but a pun” sic 
ª“He said: the website will only open in Microzift 

[sic] Internet Exploder.” 
ª“Such a dreadful ignoranus [sic].”



Uses of the semicolon:

ª(1) Between two related sentences 
where there is no conjunction such as 
“and” or “but”, and where a comma 
would be ungrammatical. 

ªI love Opal Fruits; they are now called Starburst, of 
course. 

ªI remember him when he couldn’t write his own 
name on a gate; now he’s Prime Minister.



Uses of the semicolon (2)

ª (2) “Special Policeman” (Yasamnik) in the 
event of comma fights. 

ªFares were offered to Corfu, the Greek island, Morocco, Elba, 
in the Mediterranean, and Paris. Margaret thought about it. 
She had been to Elba once and had found it dull, to Morocco, 
and found it too colorful.[AND TOO CONFUSING, TOO] 

ª  Fares were offered to Corfu, the Greek island; Morocco; Elba, 
in the Mediterranean; and Paris. Margaret thought about it. 
She had been to Elba once and had found it dull; to Morocco, 
and found it too colorful. 

ª (3) Linking words such as “however,” 
“nevertheless,” “also”, “consequently” and 
“hence” require a semicolon.



Uses of the colon

ªH.W. Fowler: the colon “delivers the goods that 
have been invoiced in the preceding words” 
ªCount Blarney could not speak: he was drunk. 

ªG.B. Shaw: use colon between two statements if 
second statement reaffirms, explains, or illustrates 
the first 
ª In US English: 1st word of 2nd statement often 

capitalized 
ª Lynne Truss: colon nearly always preceded by 

complete sentence. In its simplest usage, 
theatrically announces what is to come: 
ªThis much is clear, Watson: it was the baying of an 

enormous hound. (Arthur Conan Doyle)



Additional uses of the colon

ª Fulcrum between two antithetical statements 
ªMan proposes: G–d disposes. 

ªTo “pull up” the reader for a nice surprise: 
ª I find fault with only three things in this story of yours, 

Jenkins: the beginning, the middle and the end. 
ªColons start lists (especially lists using 

semicolons): 
ª In later life, Kerry-Anne found there were three qualities she 

disliked in other people: Britishness; superior airs; and a 
feigned lack of interest in her dusting of freckles.



Additional uses of the colon
!
ªColons set off book, film, album,… subtitles from 

the main titles: 
ªRocky XIII: The Rye and the Kaiser 

ªConventionally, colons separate dramatic 
characters from dialogue 
ªPhilip: Kerry-Anne! Hold still! You’ve got some gunk on your 

face! 
ªKerry-Anne: They’re freckles, Philip. How many more times?


